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How is it different from other forms 
of storytelling?

How to create 
an infographic?

Checklist for an effective infographic.
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Infographic?

Infographic or information graphic is a visual 
representation of information.

explanatory (seeking to objectively educate or inform)
editorial (seeking value judgements)
persuasive (seeking to influence or sway)

What is an

But with a narrative.



Infographic?

The concept of an infographic 
straddles the fields of design, 
journalism, statistics, and information 
architecture.

data (aggregated into 
information)
design (graphics)
journalism (writing)
function (information 
architecture)

What is an



Data Storytelling.
It uses data with engaging visuals and a 
compelling narrative to effectively get the 
message across. 

Infographics are a way of

1. Memorable
2. Persuasive
3. Engaging



Not all Infographics are 
created equal.
And some are not infographics at all.

data visualization
digital posters
infographics

Infographics are often confused with other forms of storytelling tools:

context metaphor narrative conclusion

- - - -
- - + +
+ + + +

tools



Data
Visualization?

“Seeing Data”

• To uncover a relationship in 
the data: to analyze data 
(Exploratory Data Viz)

• To communicate a 
relationship in the data: to 
present data
(Explanatory Data Viz)

Example of explanatory data viz.

What is

Can be used:



Digital Posters?
Also know as “Infauxgraphics”

Example of a digital poster made using Canva

What are

litmus test:
Take out all the text except the 
headline(s). 



litmus test:
Take out all the text except the 
headline(s). 

do the visuals still tell a 
clear story? 
If the text takes precedence and 
the visuals are just decorations, 
it’s not really an infographic. 

Digital Posters
are not infographics!

Example of a digital poster made using Canva



Data + Visuals + Narrative

Creating an
Infographic. 



Gather Information.

Data + Visuals + Narrative

This step involves combing 
through all the data, reading up 
on additional resources to find 
the underlying narrative. Aligning 
this story with the story you want 
to tell is important.

This step also feeds into the 
essential process of curating 
information. What to keep, what 
not to. What will be the text and 
what to turn into visuals. 

Step 1:



Develop prototype.

Data + Visuals + Narrative

Creating a hierarchy is the next 
step with a central argument and 
supporting arguments. A clear 
focus with enough context is key 
to a good infographic. Develop a 
prototype by using placeholders 
for text and visuals (a wireframe).

If the wireframe is too specific, it 
can restrict the potential of the 
infographic. 
It being too vague is an indicator 
that more research is needed.

Step 2:



Data + Visuals + Narrative

Illustrate.

The visual style depends on:
• Brand Guidelines
• Type of content
• Type of audience

The format can include vectors, 
freehand digital illustration, 
photographs, data visualization 
or a combination of all.

Step 3:



Data + Visuals + Narrative

Iterate.
And publish!

Step 4:

acquire parse filter mine represent refine interact

Process, Ben Fry



Checklist for an 
effective infographic.

An action-oriented title/sub-title

A focused message

Visual Hierarchy

Accuracy

Relevance

Tailored for specific audience

Adequate context

Proximity

Contrast

Balance

Alignment

Repetition

Colour

Negative space

Visuals:Narrative:

Data:



Table of Preattentive features, Design for information, Isabel Meirelles via Lena Groeger

Preattentive processing refers to "cognitive operations that 
can be performed prior to focusing attention on any 
particular region of an image.”
Use this to draw attention in your visuals and text.

Preattentive
Features



Infographic
From a wireframe to an

Information & 
visual
hierarchy
The scale, colors and 
the placement draws 
your eyes to the 
tusks. 

Format:
A combination of 

illustrations & data 
visualizations

More information on 
the subject

Simple colour palette

The visuals tell the 
story



Resources.



Thank you.

Slide 6
https://www.forbes.com/sites/brentdykes/2017/04/25/adventures-in-data-storytelling-three-key-traps-to-avoid/#5432d5523234

Slide 9, 10
https://bitemywords.com/2016/02/26/how-to-choose-yoghurt-ff-canva/
https://www.fastcompany.com/1673113/the-difference-between-infographics-and-their-simpler-cousins
https://www.lynda.com/Infographics-tutorials/What-infographic-really/376982/445458-4.html

Slide 17
https://www.propublica.org/nerds/a-big-article-about-wee-things
https://www.csc2.ncsu.edu/faculty/healey/download/tochi.96.pdf

Slide 18
Infographic by Adolfo Arranz for South China Morning Post

Slide 19
Storytelling with data
Design for information
Dear Data

https://bitemywords.com/2016/02/26/how-to-choose-yoghurt-ff-canva/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/brentdykes/2017/04/25/adventures-in-data-storytelling-three-key-traps-to-avoid/#5432d5523234
https://bitemywords.com/2016/02/26/how-to-choose-yoghurt-ff-canva/
https://bitemywords.com/2016/02/26/how-to-choose-yoghurt-ff-canva/
https://www.fastcompany.com/1673113/the-difference-between-infographics-and-their-simpler-cousins
https://www.lynda.com/Infographics-tutorials/What-infographic-really/376982/445458-4.html
https://www.propublica.org/nerds/a-big-article-about-wee-things
https://www.csc2.ncsu.edu/faculty/healey/download/tochi.96.pdf
https://www.amazon.in/Storytelling-Data-Visualization-Business-Professionals/dp/1119002257?tag=googinhydr18418-21&tag=googinkenshoo-21&ascsubtag=_k_Cj0KCQjwiILsBRCGARIsAHKQWLOLHZIoRae6d9w7s0R5kwn7YoKk_8EFVenbB1RyXzONaI5AbOqoVc0aArXDEALw_wcB_k_&gclid=Cj0KCQjwiILsBRCGARIsAHKQWLOLHZIoRae6d9w7s0R5kwn7YoKk_8EFVenbB1RyXzONaI5AbOqoVc0aArXDEALw_wcB
https://www.amazon.com/Design-Information-Introduction-Histories-Visualizations/dp/1592538061
https://www.amazon.com/Dear-Data-Giorgia-Lupi/dp/1616895322/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=dear+data&qid=1568724560&s=books&sr=1-1

